Expectations are proposed as a unifying framework for explaining a variety of findings on comparative judgment. Expectations may pertain to either the features of each separate object or their simultaneous occurrence in all relevant objects. Two experiments demonstrate that inducing expectations by varying the frequency with which a component occurs, as well as the frequency with which it is shared by the compared objects, results in augmented weighting of unexpected components. Expectations can arise not only from experienced frequencies but also from an inferred set of alternatives. Features of cohesive stimuli are shown to be more expected than features of noncohesive stimuli, in the latter sense. The relatively higher weighting of distinctive features in cohesive stimuli, as well as the higher weight assigned to structurally aligned differences, could thus reflect modifications in feature expectedness.
ulus cohesiveness may explain the modality effect in similarity judgment. In their study, reducing the cohesiveness of the objects decreased the relative weight of distinctive components.
More recent research has emphasized the role of structural alignment in similarity judgment (Gentner & Markman, 1994 , 1995 Markman & Gentner, 1993) . According to this view, judgment follows a process by which a structural alignment is established. Thus, the hierarchically structured representations of the objects are aligned in a way that maximizes the structural matches between them. On the basis of the established alignment, distinctive features can be classified as alignable or nonalignable. In the former case, the feature of one of the objects has a corresponding but different element in the other object, whereas in the latter case, the distinctive element does not have an aligned match in the other object. The aforementioned studies showed that in similarity judgment, alignable distinctive features are more heavily weighted than nonalignable ones. Markman and Medin (1995) showed a similar effect in choice, hi then" study, both the selection of options and the justification provided reflected the prominent role of comparable properties (alignable differences).
The present study integrated some of the aforementioned findings. Factors pertaining to the compared objects themselves (e.g., modality, cohesiveness, and structural alignment) involve changes in the perceiver's expectations regarding the inclusion of components in one or both of the compared objects. The realization or violation of those expectations affects feature weighting, thus causing the documented effects discussed earlier.
Expectations play a major role in different domains. As a general rule, the weight of an observation in forming a judgment is inversely related to one's prior expectations. Thus, for example, the emotional impact of an event is more poignant the more unexpected it is (Kahneman & Miller, 1986) . Winning a small 346 RITOV amount of money in one gamble may be more elating than winning a larger amount of money in another gamble, if the smaller win is less expected than the larger one (Mellers, Schwartz, Ho, & Ritov, 1997) . Even in the domain of public opinion, concern about social problems such as inflation and unemployment is amplified when the present level of the problem does not meet the projected level of the problem (Loewenstein & Mather, 1990) .
Whereas in some cases expectations are stated explicitly (as, e.g., a projection of the unemployment level), in other situations expectations are often created by frequency of prior exposure to relevant stimuli. In the domain of category learning, the classification of new stimuli into previously learned categories was shown to be disproportionally affected by features of rare categories relative to features of more frequently occurring ones (Medin & Edelson, 1988) . A recent model explaining this "inverse base rate" effect (Kruschke, 1996) is based on the assumption that rare categories are encoded primarily in terms of then-distinctive features. The reason for differential encoding of frequent and rare categories lies in the temporal order of encounter: Rare categories are learned after the common features of the frequent categories have already been encoded. Possibly, learners attend more to the distinctive features of the rare categories because those features are less expected than the already encoded features shared by rare and frequent categories.
What factors determine people's expectations about objects' components? Clearly, as indicated earlier, prior experience with relevant objects, either in a natural setting or in the laboratory plays an important role. However, expectations are often formed during the judgment process itself on the basis of an evoked set of alternatives. This idea goes back to the gestalt concept of pattern goodness and was further developed in Garner's (1974) research on the processing of information and structure. According to this theory, as an organism perceives a stimulus, an inferred set of stimuli, including the target stimulus, is constructed. By this account, the stimulus properties are significant only insofar as they are perceived as the dimensions that define a set of stimuli. In the absence of an explicitly defined set, the perceiver infers it. Consequently, the inferred set reflects one's encoding of the stimulus properties, which are based on one's expectations regarding the possible variations in these properties. Kahneman and Miller (1986) extended the notion of inferred set beyond the domain of perception and argued that most judgments involve an implicit comparison between the stimulus and its spontaneously evoked set of alternatives, or counterfactuals. Although in many cases the generation and use of counterfactuals involve conscious thought processes, which are often motivated by affective goals, in many other cases counterfactuals are automatically and unconsciously generated (Kahneman, 1995) . Garner's (1974) research on structure processing demonstrated the link between the goodness of a pattern and the size of the perceived or inferred subset of related patterns. According to this theory, pattern goodness is associated with a correlational structure, in which some properties are redundant. The subset of related patterns reflects this redundancy. Consequently, better patterns evoke smaller sets. For example, when participants were presented with a set of 90 dot patterns, subjective goodness rating of the patterns was negatively correlated with the size of the group in which each pattern was placed in a free-classification task. Furthermore, when predictability was assessed directly, by requiring participants to guess the location of a missing dot, good patterns, from small subsets, resulted in much higher accuracy (Bear, 1973) .
Thus, properties of good patterns appear to be more expected than properties of poor patterns.
The essence and role of structure is a momentous issue in cognitive psychology, which extends far beyond the scope of this article. The present discussion focuses primarily on the role of structure as a determinant of expectations. Although the research described above (Garner, 1974) highlighted the correlations between properties, research on structure in verbal processing and in visual-perceptual analogy offered the notion of interconnected predicates governed by higher order relations. This type of structure was termed systematicity (Bowdle & Gentner, 1997; Gentner, 1983; Markman & Gentner, 1993; Medin et al., 1993) , and it is closely related to the concept of coherence used in theories of text processing (Shank & Abelson, 1977) . Although Ritov et al. (1990) did not define the term cohesiveness, it is essentially congruous to the concept of systematicity. In particular, cohesive stimuli are clearly characterized by a complex, hierarchical system of constraints. For example, in a picture of an office scene, there is no place for a bed. Furthermore, a chair cannot appear larger than a desk, and a bookcase cannot be positioned under the desk. If the same objects were presented in a noncohesive array, these constraints would not necessarily apply. In that sense, the inferrable sets of cohesive stimuli are smaller, and the stimuli's components are more expected than the components of noncohesive stimuli.
The aforementioned findings suggest that in explicit as well as implicit comparisons, the weight of a component is augmented by its surprisingness. Similarly, the absence of a component may be augmented by its expectedness. Expectations in comparative judgment, however, may involve not only the components of each separate object but also the possibility or likelihood that a certain component is included in both objects. Consider, for example, a comparison of Objects A and B. Although a Component x may rarely appear in objects like A and B, expectations are that, to the extent that it appears at all, it will be included in both A and B. In this case, the fact that x is indeed shared by both objects is not particularly surprising. If, in contrast, x is actually included only in A, its absence from B can be regarded, to some extent, as surprising. The impact of x as a shared component relative to its impact as a distinctive one will consequently be affected by these expectations. More generally, the higher the expectations that a feature will be included in both members of a compared pair, the lower its weight as a shared feature relative to its weight as a distinctive feature. Consider, for example, a consumer who is considering buying a camera. The feature "all-weather protection" is rather rare among point-and-shoot cameras. It is generally unrelated to other camera features, except price: It is mostly available in upper price range cameras. If the cameras were compared in random pairs, one would not expect all-weather protection to be available in any of the cameras, much less so in both of them. If, however, the comparison pairs were made up of cameras in the same price level, then the availability of the feature in one member of the pair would raise expectations that it be available in the other member as well. Consequently, having all-weather protection available in both cameras would likely be more highly weighted in the former comparison procedure than in the latter.
Expectations concerning shared and distinctive features could be based on frequencies, as in the preceding example, but they also could stem from the relations between the compared objects. In particular, if A and B are structurally aligned and x, a component of A, is related to the common structure, then expectations concerning the inclusion of x in B may be high. If, in contrast, x is not related to the common structure, its inclusion in A does not raise the expectation that it be included in B as well. For example, in a comparison of pictures of two office scenes, if a bookcase appears in one of the scenes, it increases the expectation for a bookcase to be included in the second scene as well. However, a bird sitting on the window of one of these offices would not necessarily raise expectations that the other office picture will also feature a bird.
Expectations pertaining to a particular object feature in comparative judgment may be induced both by factors related to the single object, such as cohesiveness, and by factors related to the pair, such as structural alignment. The two sources of expectations may affect expectations synonymously. Thus, a distinctive, rare component of a cohesive stimulus that has an alignable match in the compared stimulus would be heavily weighted for both reasons. Indeed, one may argue that, in demonstrating the increased weighting of distinctive components in cohesive stimuli, Ritov et al. (1990) used mostly structurally aligned stimulus pairs. Along the same line, a distinctive component that is an ordinary element of a cohesive stimulus but is unrelated to the common structure would be the most compatible with expectations. As Centner and her associates (Bowdle & Centner, 1997; Markman & Gentner, 1993) found, such distinctive components are often hardly weighted at all. The two sources of expectations can, however, work in opposite directions. Thus, for example, a rare, distinctive component that is not related to the common structure would be surprising as a feature of the single object, but its absence from the compared object may be perfectly compatible with expectations. The question of which of these factors exert higher influence on overall expectations is considered, at present, largely as an empirical question.
In summary, the preceding discussion proposed a twofold account of the factors affecting the relative weight of shared and distinctive components in comparisons. Limiting constraints imposed by the cohesiveness of single objects and structural mapping between the compared objects are factors affecting expectations that a component will play the role of a shared feature. Such expectations, in turn, augment (or diminish) the weight of the component as shared relative to its weight as distinctive. This account further implies that if changes in expectations concerning the inclusion of components occurred independently of cohesiveness and structural alignment, due to frequency, they would still be associated with similar changes in the relative weight of shared and distinctive components.
In the first part of this article, I present two experiments documenting changes in the features' relative weight as a function of their frequency (Experiments 1 and 2). In the second part, I review earlier results demonstrating cohesiveness effects in similarity judgment. Some of the stimuli used in those studies are then used here to show the influence of cohesiveness on expectations regarding feature inclusion (Experiments 3 and 4). Finally, in the third part, I discuss a possible consequence of the impact of expectations on relative weight. A stimulus is shown to be judged as both more similar to and more different from the very same alternative (Experiments 5 and 6).
Frequency
Generally, rare components are more surprising than common ones. Assuming the inclusion of components in each stimulus is independent of their inclusion in the other, the inclusion of the same rare component in both members of a stimulus pair is especially surprising. For the same reason, exclusion of a component from only one member of the pair is less surprising if the component is rare rather than common. Two predictions follow from the argument developed here: First, the weight of rare components is higher than that of common ones. Second, the weight of shared rare components relative to their weight as distinctive ones is particularly high. In other words, an interaction between the component's frequency and the role it plays in the comparison is anticipated. These predictions were tested in Experiment 1.
Experiment 1
In this experiment, feature frequency was varied, and the weight of the critical components as shared and as distinctive features was estimated. The stimuli used here were descriptions of ice-cream cones, each containing two or three scoops of different flavors. In one condition, the cones came from a shop featuring only 5 flavors (limited selection), whereas in the other condition, the cones came from an ice-cream parlor featuring 17 different flavors (broad selection).
Naturally, the expected frequency of occurrence of a particular flavor in a list containing descriptions of ice-cream cones would be much higher in the first condition (5 available flavors) than in the second condition (17 available flavors). Hence, it was predicted that in participants' comparison of two cones, the same flavor would be more heavily weighted if it was shared by cones that came from the broad-selection parlor than if the cones were from the shop featuring only a limited selection.
To estimate the weight of shared and distinctive components, I followed the basic procedure used in previous studies of similarity judgment (Gati & Tversky, 1984; Ritov et al., 1990) . The procedure involves a series of similarity judgments between pah's of stimuli. A separable component (x) is added to a basic pair of stimuli (p, q) to create two other pairs: one pair in which the component is added to both members (px, qx) and another pair in which the component is added to only one member (px, q). The increase in perceived similarity resulting from adding x to both members of a basic pair, denoted C(x), provides an estimate of the weight of x as a shared feature. Similarly, the decrease in similarity resulting from adding x to only one member of the pair provides an estimate of the weight of x as a distinctive feature, denoted D(x). l ' Gati and Tversky (1984) used a more complicated procedure including tests of component independence. One of these tests was exchangeability:
• With the present stimuli, consisting of a list of ice-cream flavors, independence was assumed to at least roughly hold.
Hence, for assessing D(x), x was randomly added to one of the cones. The same procedure was followed in Experiment 2 as well. The featureweighting procedure can be extended to substitutive, rather than additive, features (Gati & Tversky, 1984) .
As noted earlier, the overall weight of x is assumed to be higher for rare features than for frequent features. Thus, I predicted a main effect of experimental condition (limited selection vs. broad selection) on feature weight. However, beyond the main effect, the preceding hypothesis implies an interaction of experimental conditions with feature role (CM vs. DM).
Method
Participants. Forty-eight students at the University of Pennsylvania participated in this experiment. They were run individually and were paid for participating.
Stimuli and design. Three sets of pairs were used in each of the two conditions. Every set was made up of a basic pair (p, q) of two-flavored ice-cream cones and two additional pairs: In one pair, a third flavor (the additive component) was added to one of the cones, and in the other pair, the same flavor was added to both cones.
The first two sets in the two conditions were made up of totally different flavors, and the third set was identical in both conditions. The pairs comprising the identical set were presented last. Separate questionnaires were prepared for the two conditions. A list of the different flavors available at the shop (5 flavors in Condition 1 vs. 17 flavors in Condition 2) was presented at the top of each questionnaire. Nine pairs of cones followed. Participants were instructed to assess the similarity between the two members of each pair on a scale ranging from 1 (not similar) to 20
(very similar). Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions.
Results

For each of the three additive components, x, C(x), and D(x)
were computed separately for each participant, following the same procedure as that used by Ritov et al. (1990) .
Thus, C(x) = s(px, qx) -s(p, q) and D(x) = s(p, q) -s(px, q)
. I then computed for each participant the average of C(x) across the three sets, denoted C. Similarly, D, the average of D(x) across the three sets, is a measure of the average weight of a distinctive additive component.
The mean estimates of C and D across participants in each of the conditions are presented in Table 1 . Table 1 also includes the mean estimates of C(x) and D(x) for the third set for each of the conditions. The latter measures are especially interesting because the third set was identical in both conditions. Hence, any differences between the two groups in those measures cannot be attributed to the stimuli themselves.
Although overall the additive components (across the three sets) received greater weight in the low-frequency condition (17 flavors) than in the high-frequency condition (5 flavors), the relative size of C and D was also affected, as predicted, by frequency: Analysis of variance of C and D (as a within-subject variable) by condition (as a between-subject variable) revealed a main effect of condition, F(l, 46) = 7.64, p < .01, as well as an interaction between component type (C vs. D) and condition, F(l, 46) = 6.21, p < .05. As Table 1 shows, the same pattern held even when the components themselves were kept constant and only their frequency of occurrence changed. Analysis of variance of C(x) and D(x) for the third set only (by condition) yielded a significant main effect of condition, F(l, 46) = 4.84, p < .05, as well as the predicted interaction of component type by condition, F(l, 46) = 4.44, p < .05. 
Experiment 2
Whereas Experiment 1 used stimulus pairs whose features could reasonably be assumed to be independent, in Experiment 2, this assumption no longer held. As I argued earlier, expectations pertaining to the joint occurrence of a component can be affected not only by the general frequency of the component but also by the experienced frequency of the component's previous occurrence in the role of shared or distinctive features. If, for example, a specific component tends to occur in both compared objects (to the extent that it occurs at all), its inclusion in only one of the two objects may be regarded as surprising. Consequently, the weight of this component as a distinctive feature would be expected to be higher than its weight as a shared feature. More generally, it is predicted that the relative weight of shared and distinctive components will vary as a function of the frequency with which they previously served in these roles, independently of their overall frequency of occurrence. This prediction was tested in this experiment.
In this experiment, the relative weight of an additive component as a shared feature and a distinctive feature of the compared stimuli was estimated, as in Experiment 1. Unlike Experiment 1, however, in this experiment, the critical comparisons were preceded by a sequence of other comparisons (the training sequence). In the training sequence, the relative frequency with which a component played the role of shared versus distinctive feature and the overall frequency of its occurrence were varied orthogonally. As indicated earlier, the relative frequencies during training were predicted to affect the relative weight of the component in the critical comparisons. microscope. Some of the blobs had a small spot on them. Figure 1 depicts a number of these pairs. The participants were asked to rate the similarity between the 2 blobs in each pair on a 20-point scale. The motivation for the experiment was described as learning about the way that people make such judgments, which are often required in medical diagnosis (e.g., the diagnosis of malignant tumors).
The target judgments consisted of the 12th, 15th, and 17th pairs, and these were identical for all participants. The first 14 pairs made up the training set and were manipulated between participants. The participants were unaware of the distinction between the training and target pairs.
The spot appearing on some of the blobs served as the additive component. Two variables were orthogonally manipulated between participants in the training sequence: the frequency of the spot's occurrence in any of the blobs (8 or 16 out of 28 blobs) and the percentage of occurrences in which it appeared in both members of the pair (25% or 75% shared). In addition, two different orders of each training set were used. The participants were randomly assigned to one cell in this 2X2X2 between-subjects design. The target pairs included the basic pair of blobs (p, q); a second pair of blobs identical in shape to the basic pair, with a spot added on only 1 blob (px, q); and a third identically shaped pair with a spot added on each blob (px, qx). To preserve the "organic-form look" of the stimuli, the spots were never exactly identical.
Results
C(x) and D(x)
were computed for each participant as they were in Experiment 1. Order did not significantly affect any of the effects; hence, the data from the two orders were collapsed. Table  2 presents the means of these measures for each group.
The relative size of C and D differed across the different training conditions. In particular, higher relative frequency of shared components during training led to higher relative weight of the additive component when it was not shared by the compared objects. Analysis of variance of C versus D (as a within-subject variable) by frequency of occurrence and percentage shared (as betweensubject variables) yielded a significant interaction of C versus D with the percentage of shared occurrence during training, F(l, 134) = 8.60, p < .005. Furthermore, this effect was particularly strong when the overall frequency of the additive components during training was high, F(l, 134) = 3.91, p < .05, for the triple interaction (C vs. D X Frequency x Percentage Shared). The absolute frequency of occurrence did not yield a significant main effect, F(l, 134) = 0.14, p = .709, nor did it significantly interact with the additive components' role, F(l, 134) = 0.71, p = .400.
Discussion of Experiments I and 2
Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrated that the different patterns of the relative weight of additive shared and distinctive components, associated with modality, cohesiveness, and structural alignment, can be generated by varying the components* frequency. In Experiment 1, the absolute frequency of occurrence was manipulated, but the simultaneous occurrence of the same additive component was assumed to be random. In this case, the less frequent components were more highly weighted than the more frequent ones, particularly when they were shared by the two compared stimuli. In Experiment 2, when the percentage of joint occurrence was varied independently of the overall frequency, the relative weight of shared and distinctive components was primarily determined by the percentage of simultaneous occurrence rather than by the overall frequency. Because the overall frequency with which a component occurs is not highly informative under these conditions, it is conceivable that expectations focus on the role a Cohesiveness-reducing transformations used in Ritov et al. (1990) . From "Differential Weighting of Common and Distinctive Components," by I. Ritov, T. Gati, and A. Tversky, 1990, Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, 119, pp. 34, 36, 37. Copyright 1990 by the American Psychological Association. Reprinted with permission.
component might play, rather than simply on whether it appears at all. I suggested earlier that the change in relative weight associated with a decrease in cohesiveness results from a change in expectations concerning the relevant components. In these experiments, 2 The sharing of an additive component could, alternatively, be regarded as a relation between the compared objects (both have a blob in them). From this perspective, the results are compatible with earlier findings that relations are weighted more highly than simple attributes in similarity judgment (Gentner, Rattermann, & Forbus, 1993; Medin et al., 1993) . By this interpretation, the learning sequence, particularly in the high relative frequency of the shared-component condition, enhances expectations concerning the relationship between the two stimuli.
unlike Experiments 1 and 2 of the present research, expectations were based on inferred sets, rather than experienced frequencies. As detailed in the introduction, more cohesive stimuli typically involve a more complex and hierarchical system of interconnected predicates and relations. Such complex structures impose more strict constraints on the type and position of possible components. These constraints, in turn, affect the observer's expectations that a particular element will be included or excluded from me stimulus.
To support the expectations account of cohesiveness, the impact of cohesiveness on expectations regarding particular components was tested explicitly. The very same components whose weight was estimated by Ritov et al. (1990) in similarity judgments were used here. In a paradigm similar to the one used in earlier studies of structure processing, the target component was eliminated from the display, and the participants were asked to guess the identity of the missing component. Self-rated confidence served as the primary indicator of the strength of expectations.
Experiment 3
This experiment used the same stimuli as those used in Ritov et al.'s (1990) Experiment 3. In this experiment, sets of stimuli were constructed using an initial group of objects, such as furniture in a living room, with some additive components, such as a lamp, a rug, and a houseplant. Each picture in a set included the initial group and some of the additive components. The objects included in each picture were displayed either in a natural ordering (high cohesiveness) or scrambled (low cohesiveness).
For the purpose of this experiment, an additive component was eliminated from each picture by placing a dark patch over it. The participants were asked to guess which of two given additive components (both were included in the original group) was covered by the patch. They also were asked to rate how confident they felt in their response. Figure 3 presents one of the stimuli under both conditions. Given the preceding discussion, I expected that Cohesive presentation
Non-cohesive presentation
The alternatives presented-for selection (as the object occluded by the dark patch): the participants' confidence would be higher when the ordering of elements in the picture was natural than when the ordering was scrambled.
Method
Participants. Sixty-three students at Ben-Gurion University in Israel participated in this experiment. Questionnaires were run in a classroom setting.
Stimuli and design. The five sets used were flatware, office furniture, a living room, a street scene, and an airport. One picture was presented from each set, including the initial components and a dark patch covering the location of an additive component. The patches were square-shaped and were of identical size to avoid hinting at the shape of the missing component. The question following the picture read, "What do you think is hidden by the patch?" The participants were instructed to select their best guess from two additive components that were displayed directly below. Finally, the participants were asked to rate their confidence in their response by using a scale ranging from 1 (low confidence) to 10 (high confidence). In half of the questionnaires, components were presented in their natural order, and in the other half of the questionnaires, the order was scrambled. Participants were randomly assigned one of the questionnaires. Thus, cohesivcness was manipulated between participants. The five stimuli were presented in two different random orders.
Results
The percentage of correct responses in the high-cohesiveness presentation exceeded the percentage of correct responses in the low-cohesiveness presentation for four out of five sets. Mean confidence rating was higher in the high-cohesiveness condition than in the low-cohesiveness condition for all five sets. For a within-subject analysis, the mean percentage correct and the mean confidence rating were computed for each participant. Participants in the high-cohesiveness condition selected the correct response 67% of the time, whereas participants in the low-cohesiveness condition were correct only 57% of the time, t(60) = 2.10, p < .05.
However, guessing right may not be the most informative indication of a cohesiveness effect. It is possible that, in some cases, after the order of the components had been scrambled, the other given component appeared more suitable than the original one. Confidence in one's choice provided a better measure of the degree to which cohesiveness uniquely determined expectations with respect to the missing component. Analysis of the confidence ratings supported the prediction that high cohesiveness would yield higher confidence (7.8 vs. 6.6), ((61) = 2.27, p < .05.
Experiment 4
In this experiment, the same task of selecting the missing component was used to test the effect of cohesiveness with the stimuli of Ritov et al.'s (1990) Experiment 4. In their experiment, the stimuli, all consisting of a series of pictures, were either uniform oj: mixed. The components of the uniform stimuli were consistent with respect to content and scale. The mixed stimuli were constructed by mixing the components of two uniform stimuli. The missing components were the additive components used by Ritov et al. to assess the relative weight of a feature in similarity judgment.
Method
Participants. Sixty-one students at Ben-Gurion University in Israel participated in this experiment. Questionnaires were run in a classroom setting.
Stimuli and design. Six sets were used in the uniform condition: a playground, a building, children, adults, caged animals, and dogs. The mixed stimuli were obtained by mixing the components from adjacent pairs of sets. One stimulus was presented from each set. The stimuli did not include the additive components that served as test features. The choice set for selecting the missing component included the two additive components of the adjacent sets. Thus, the same pair of components was presented as a choice set for two uniform stimuli and for the two mixed stimuli obtained from them. Uniformness was manipulated between participants. About half of the participants were presented with the uniform stimuli, and the remainder of the participants were presented with the mixed stimuli.
Results
The percentage of correct responses in the high-cohesiveness presentation exceeded the percentage of correct responses in the low-cohesiveness presentation for all six sets. Mean confidence rating was higher in the high-cohesiveness condition than in the low-cohesiveness condition for five out of six sets. For a withinsubjects analysis, the mean percentage correct and the mean confidence rating were computed for each participant. Participants in the uniform (high-cohesiveness) condition selected the correct response 79% of the time, whereas participants in the mixed (low-cohesiveness) condition were correct only 61% of the time, t(5S) = 2.95, p < .01. In an analysis of the confidence ratings, I
found, as predicted, that uniform stimuli yielded higher confidence than mixed ones (8.3 vs. 6.8), f(59) = 4.10, p < .01.
Discussion of Experiments 3 and 4
Experiments 3 and 4 demonstrated that breaking the cohesiveness of stimuli decreased the probability of correctly identifying the missing components and lowered judged confidence. Thus, selecting the missing components of presented stimuli can be done with higher confidence if the stimuli are cohesive or with lower confidence if the stimuli are incohesive. To the extent that confidence reflects one's expectations, these findings imply that cohesive stimuli evoke more distinct expectations regarding their components. Hence, the results of Experiments 3 and 4 support the proposal that the documented change in the relative weight of the components, associated with a decrease in cohesiveness (Ritov et al., 1990) , is due to modified expectations concerning these components.
Similarity Versus Difference
As noted earlier, the nature of the comparison task affects the relative weight of features by directing attention to either shared or distinctive components. Thus, shared features loom larger and consequently are more heavily weighted in similarity judgment than in dissimilarity judgment. As a result, similarity and dissimilarity may not always yield complementary results. Indeed, when participants were presented with two pairs of countries, one more prominent than the other, the pair of more prominent countries was selected both as more similar to each other and as more different from each other than the other pair (Tversky, 1977) . This apparent inconsistency reflects an interaction between the task and the nature of the stimuli. The more prominent pair of countries calls to mind more attributes-both more shared and more distinctive ones. Because similarity judgment involves greater weighting of shared features, the more prominent pair is judged as being more similar than the other pair because of the larger set of shared attributes. Dissimilarity, in contrast, involves higher weighting of distinctive features; hence, the more prominent pair is judged to be more dissimilar than the other pair because of the larger set of distinctive attributes.
A similar mechanism has been shown to generate inconsistencies in choice. Shafir (1993) asked participants either to choose or to reject an option from a pair of given options, one having both more positive and more negative features than the other. The enriched option (having more features) tended to be both chosen and rejected relatively more often than the impoverished option. Presumably, the inconsistency results from the increased weight of features that are compatible with the task: Choice increases the weight of positive features, whereas rejection focuses attention on the negative features.
The impact of expectations on the weighting of features may interact with the nature of the task in a similar way. A shared unexpected component is likely to make a great contribution if the comparison task assigns increased weight to shared features. If, in contrast, the task focuses attention on distinctive features, the aforementioned commonality would have only a minor impact. Similarly, when an ordinary feature, consistent with expectations, is included in only one of the compared objects, its impact will be higher if the task calls for increased weighting of distinctive features.
Consider, for example, a task in which a target stimulus, T, is presented along with two alternatives, A and B. T shares an unusual (unexpected) feature with Alternative A and an ordinary (expected) feature with Alternative B. Figure 4 provides illustrations of such triads. Now imagine that participants are asked to judge which of the alternatives (A or B) either is more similar to the target or is more different from the target.
In assessing the similarity between each alternative and the target, shared features carry extra weight. This effect, combined with the relatively higher weight of shared unexpected features, will make the sharing of an unexpected feature particularly salient. Hence, Alternative A is likely to be perceived as more similar to T than B. In assessing dissimilarity, in contrast, distinctive features are more heavily weighted. Combining this effect with the relatively higher weight of distinctive expected features will make the exclusion of an expected feature from Alternative A particularly salient. As a result, Alternative A is likely to appear as more different from T than Alternative B. In sum, for triads such as the ones displayed in Figure 4 , similarity and dissimilarity will not be complementary: Alternative A will tend to be selected both as more similar to T and as more different from it. This hypothesis was tested in Experiments 5 and 6.
Experiment 5 Method
Participants. Eighty-eight students participated in this experiment.
They were run individually and were paid for participating. Four questionnaire versions were used, differing only in the instructions given to the participants. In one version, participants were instructed to decide, for each triad of pictures, whether the picture on the top was more similar to the picture on the left or to the picture on the right. In a second version, the words more similar to were replaced with more different from.
A third and a fourth version of the questionnaire corresponded to the first and second versions, with one change: Instead of being asked about the similarity (difference) of the test picture to the other pictures (A and B), participants were asked about the similarity (difference) of A and B to the test picture. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the questionnaire versions. 
RITOV
Results
For each participant, the percentage of triplets (P) in which he or she selected A over B was computed. The mean percentage of A selection across all participants in each condition is presented in Table 3 . As predicted, A was selected overall 58% of the time, significantly more than 50%, t($7) = 4.30, p < .01. Analysis of variance of the percentage of A selection by the two manipulated variables (similarity vs. difference and comparison of target to alternatives vs. alternatives to target) yielded no significant effects.
Experiment 6
The design of this experiment replicated the design of Experiment 5 but with verbal stimuli.
Method
Participants. Eighty-six students participated in this experiment. They were run individually and were paid for participating.
Stimuli and design. All stimuli were descriptions of college students, each in terms of two features. Eight triads of descriptions were used. The design was identical to that used in Experiment 5. An example of a triad of descriptions is presented in Figure 5 .
Results
For each participant, the percentage of triplets (P) in which he or she chose A as more similar to (or different from) T than B was A geophysics major who is a member of the local public television station computed. Overall, A was selected 53% of the time, significantly more than 50%, 1(87) = 1.85, p < .05, one-tailed. The small size of the effect can be explained by examining the mean percentage of A selection in the different conditions. These are presented in Table 4 . As one can clearly see, A was selected as more different from T more frequently than it was selected as more similar to T.
This fact indicates that, at least for some triplets, one of the features was clearly weighted more heavily than the other. Thus, the stimulus that shared this feature with T was judged as more similar to T, and the stimulus that lacked the feature was judged as more different from T. In cases like this, in which one feature is considerably more salient than the other features, it is indeed predicted that similarity and difference judgment will complement each other.
The difference between the percentage of participants who selected A as more different from T and the percentage of participants who selected A as more similar to T can be taken as a measure of the imbalance between the features. Excluding from the analysis three triplets for which the aforementioned difference exceeded 50%, I found that, overall, A selections were made on 55% of the choices.
Discussion of Experiments 5 and 6
Inconsistencies between similarity and difference judgments may result from interaction of the task with the nature of the attributes. Previous research (Markman, 1996; Medin, Goldstone, & Gentner, 1990) or alignment. Results of Experiments 1 and 2 showed the predicted pattern of changes in the components' weights, whereby sharing of an unexpected (infrequent) component was highly weighted when the components of the compared objects were reasonably assumed to be independent. When independence did not hold, higher relative frequency of shared components led to higher relative weight of distinctive (nonshared) components. Next, increased confidence in expectations in cohesive stimuli relative to noncohesive stimuli (Experiments 3 and 4) provided further support for the notion that the impact of cohesiveness stemmed from changes in expectations.
The judged frequencies of independent as well as joint occurrence may depend on the context in which the comparison takes place. As in Experiments 1 and 2, participants have been locally exposed to frequencies different from universally relevant ones, or to frequencies different from the frequencies characterizing other local contexts. In those cases, the effect of frequency on the relative weight of shared and distinctive components can be regarded as a context effect. Some other context effects, particularly those involving perceived range of variation, are also compatible with the expectations account delineated here. Some examples of such context effects are briefly discussed below. Metiers and Cooke (1994) showed that in judgments of multiattribute objects, trade-offs between attributes depend on the attributes' range. In one of their studies, for example, participants judged the attractiveness of apartments varying in monthly rent and distance to campus. When the range of rent within an experimental set was narrow, the attractiveness of low rent had a greater impact. People tended to favor cheaper apartments over closer apartments. When the range of rent was wide, the preference for closer apartments increased. Thus, a fixed difference in rent had a greater effect when the range of rent was narrow. This effect produced rank-order shifts when the same pair of apartments was embedded in different context sets. I propose that the impact of expectations can also account for range effects of the kind described above (Metiers & Cooke, 1994) . In those cases, the local context defines the range of possible values and evokes expectations with respect to differences along an attribute. To the extent that a narrow range engenders expectations for small differences, the actual difference between two apartments is more likely to exceed expectations in the narrow-range condition than in the wide-range condition.
Local context is not, however, the only determinant of range expectations. The stimuli included in a particular experimental context may invoke a range of possibilities beyond those actually presented. The impact of this invoked range could exceed that of the actually encountered one. For example, earlier studies involving paired-associates learning (Garner, 1974) suggested that the size of the stimulus-inferred subset is at least as important to improved memory as the size of the actual subset used. Thus, memory for one dot pattern would be superior to memory for a second dot pattern, although each belongs to an actually presented subset of two patterns, because the former's inferred subset is smaller than the latter's. More generally, to the extent that judged stimuli spontaneously invoke an expected range beyond the one characterizing the encountered set, experimentally defined range is less prone to play a major role. Hence, attribute range effects of the kind documented by Mellers and Cooke (1994) are more likely to occur with stimuli for which the invoked expectations concerning attribute range are largely congruent with experimentally defined range. Beattie and Baron (1991) presented a series of studies in which no range effects were found. For example, the ranges of midterm and final-exam grades did not affect the overall ratings assigned to students on the basis of these grades. In this case, it is likely that participants' expectations were based on their preconceived ideas with respect to the grades' ranges, rather than on the actual ranges presented in the experimental context. Consequently, the actual range of the experimental set did not play a role in this judgment. Beattie and Baron found range effects in one experiment (Experiment 6) that required participants to judge hypothetical job candidates on the basis of stimulus scales with which the participants had no previous experience. In this case, clearly the expectations were wholly determined by the presented distribution.
A related context effect, the extension effect (Tversky, 1977) , occurs when the set embedding the objects of comparison is enlarged, so that an attribute that had formerly been perceived as single-valued becomes variable. As a result, the weight of this attribute in the comparison increases, often substantially changing the judged similarity between the original object pair. A possible account for this effect involves changes in expectations regarding the objects' features. When a feature is common to all objects in the relevant set, the fact that it is shared by the compared stimuli is undoubtedly fully consistent with expectations. Its being shared by the compared objects can be surprising, to any extent, only if one can conceivably imagine a different possibility. Medin et al.'s (1993) finding that some properties are not considered unless there is variation in the property is compatible with this assertion. If the weight assigned to a feature is inversely related to its surprisingness, as I have proposed here, then enlarging the set should have the documented effect. The diagnosticity principle proposed by Tversky, attributing the extension effect to a change in the diagnostic value of the feature, can be viewed as a special case of the expectations account proposed here. Goldstone, Medin, and Halberstadt (1997) extended earlier findings by exploring context effects that occur within a single comparison rather than across several trials. They showed that the alternatives presented during a particular comparison influenced which dimensions were foregrounded and, hence, more heavily weighted. Their results are consistent with a strategy of placing emphasis on dimensions that show a large amount of variability within a stimulus set on dimension values that are rare. Furthermore, Goldstone et al. demonstrated that these context effects can occur even when other alternatives are not present to provide a context for the judgment. Building on the research of Garner (1970) and Kahneman and Miller (1986) , Goldstone et al. accounted for these findings by assuming that isolated comparisons are made by recruiting standards of comparison that define the dimensions and alternatives relevant to the particular comparison.
In the domain of semantic processing, research on recall of learned word pairs provides an interesting example of a context effect related to expectations. Although the semantic relationship among to-be-remembered items typically facilitates memory for those items, Hirshman (1988) reported a series of memory experiments showing superior recall of weakly related word pairs that were learned in the same study list as strongly related word pairs. The advantage of the weakly related pairs disappeared when the list of learned word pairs wholly consisted of either weakly related or strongly related pairs. Furthermore, the effect depended on the relative frequency of weakly and strongly related pairs in the study list: Weakly related words were recalled better than strongly related words only if the list was mostly made up of strongly related words. Hirshman proposed an account based on the assumption that the weakly related word pairs, when appearing in the context of strongly related pairs, violated the participants' expectations. As a result, the participants engaged in "blind-alley" searches, which, in turn, served as cues for recall. If the study list largely or entirely consists of weakly related pairs, the lack of a strong relationship is hardly surprising. No expectations are violated, and hence the weakly related pairs lose their relative advantage.
A similar effect has been extensively studied by social psychologists. The concept of "expectancy," referring to beliefs about a future state of affairs, forms a major explanatory construct in this line of research (Olson, Roese, & Zanna, 1996) . In particular, studies show that, under some broad conditions, information that violates prior expectations ("expectancy-incongruent") is processed and recalled better than information that is consistent with expectations (Higgins & Bargh, 1987; Stangor & McMillan, 1992) .
Finally, a number of known preference reversals in the decisionmaking literature have recently been attributed to differences between independent and comparative elicitation procedures (Bazerman, Moore, Tenbrunsel, & Wade-Benzoni, 1999; Hsee, 1996; Kahneman & Ritov, 1994; Nowlis & Simonson, 1997; Ritov & Kahneman, 1997) . In many of the observed reversals, it can be argued that when each object is judged separately, the evoked comparison set is different for various reasons from the one evoked by simultaneous presentation of both objects. For example, in the domain of public problems, when considering the problem of the threatened dolphin population, one spontaneously thinks of threats to other animal species, whereas being informed of a public health problem, such as the incidence of skin cancer among farmworkers, naturally brings to mind other public health problems. Thus, all of the alternatives evoked by the dolphin problem share the attribute "animal species problem," whereas the alternatives evoked by the skin-cancer problem share the attribute "human health problem."
If the evoked alternatives share an attribute with the judged object, the attribute's value can be viewed as consistent with expectations. As demonstrated by the extension effect, when a feature is shared by all relevant objects, its saliency decreases, and hence the attribute's weight in independent judgments is diminished. The variable "human versus animal problem" will, consequently, have little impact on separate judgments of the public problems described above. In comparing the two problems, however, the human versus animal problem attribute is no longer single-valued, and hence its weight increases. Furthermore, the difference between the two values is alignable and thus is heavily weighted in the comparison process. As a result, although public support for saving dolphins was rated higher than support for addressing the farmworkers' skin-cancer problem when the two problems were judged separately, the order was reversed when the two problems were considered simultaneously (Ritov & Kahneman, 1997) .
Another cluster of preference reversals in which isolated stimuli evoke different sets of alternatives involves objects that are clearly defective. For example, Bazerman, Schroth, Shah, Diekman, and Tenbrunsel (1994) presented master of business administration students with two hypothetical job offers: one job with a higher but inequitable salary and another job with an equitable but somewhat lower salary. Because defects are generally mutated in the direction of the norm (Kahneman & Miller, 1986) , the first offer is likely to evoke alternatives with equitable salary. Consequently, the inequitable pay is inconsistent with expectations and is heavily weighted. The inferred set is less Likely to include variation in absolute pay because this attribute may be harder to evaluate on its own (Hsee, 1996) . The amount of salary is, thus, consistent with expectations; its weight diminished as a result. When the two job offers are compared, however, the range of absolute salary becomes apparent, and the weight of the attribute consequently
Conclusion
The role of expectations, delineated above, provides a unifying framework for different findings related to comparative judgment, including the effects of modality, cohesiveness, structural alignment, and some forms of preference reversals. Expectations, often in the form of inferred sets of alternatives, pertain either to the features of each separate object or to their simultaneous occurrence in all compared objects. The augmented weighting of unexpected features explains why distinctive features are relatively more highly weighted in cohesive stimuli; why aligned differences are more highly weighted than nonaligned features; why trade-offs in preference depend on attribute range; and why, under some conditions, judgments of similarity and dissimilarity are asymmetric. Finally, diverse effects in domains ranging from learning (improved memory for semantically unrelated word pairs) to choice (preference reversal between isolated and comparative evaluations of public goods) may, likewise, result from the greater impact of inconsistent than consistent-with-expectations attributes.
